What He Does, Where And When To Use Him
Tim Bays uses light-hearted, uplifting music and stories to encourage
people to pursue their dreams and find success on their own terms while
maintaining a healthy work/life balance and enjoying the ride.
A unique keynote speaker and musical presenter, Tim brings humor and
energy to opening or closing keynotes or anywhere else an event needs a
lift. Always clean, always fresh, you won't hear anything like him
anywhere else.
Part of what makes Tim special is his ability to
create a custom song tailored to a company,
association, industry or event. Such a song can be
used to focus on challenges, allow employees or
members to feel their concerns have been heard,
introduce a new concept, slogan or initiative or
simply be a motivational highlight during the
presentation.

While he tells uproarious and pointed stories, 50-75% of the time Tim
uses songs to carry his message. The titles alone speak volumes.
♦

He humorously invites listeners to "Lighten Up" and let go of the
past because no matter how attractive "Hindsight" might be,
"There's Nothing (We) Can About It Now."

♦

He focuses on the positive pointing out that "A Thousand Things
Went Right Today" and that we are surrounded by "Everyday
Magic."

♦

He celebrates the "Cheap Thrills" to be found in our relationships,
jobs and the natural world, joys that cost no more than paying
attention and are infinitely "Better Than The TV."
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♦

He asks, "What Are You Waiting For?" encouraging attendees to
pursue their "Dreams" and "Believe" they can capture them, even
if they sometimes feel like a “3-Legged Dog.”

♦

He challenges listeners to "Move" and "Go With What You Got,"
overcoming uncertainty to take action NOW because life is short and
we need to "Live With The End In Mind."

♦

By the end of the program groups are on their feet, "One Step
Nearer Where (They) Need To Be," ready to "Shine On."

While Tim is comfortable in most any
situation, a background in both
education and healthcare make him
ideally suited for those fields. Adding his
musical skills, a perfect fit might be
presenting to music therapists as he
recently did for the western region of
the AMTA. He has, however, created
songs and programs for corporations like GE, Monsanto and Georgia
Pacific and a diverse cross-section of other companies, associations and
groups including schools and churches.
Many speakers share similar insights and conference attendees can
become immune to hearing even an important message. But having that
message presented through song allows listeners to hear it in an entirely
new way. And that makes all the difference.

Fresh, fun and broadly appealing
Tim Bays is singing your song
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